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rallies guide

for wonderful sales.Wonder-filled rallies



Through the Girl Scout Cookie Program, girls learn by doing.
They have hands-on experiences in leadership as they participate in the largest girl-led 
business in the world–building five essential life skills. Use this guide to plan a Rally that builds 
excitement and delivers the kind of cookie fun and learning that will prepare girls for success 
and pump up sales! 
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Introduce girls to the fun and excitement of the Cookie Program when you amp up your cookie season 
with the ultimate cookie party for girls, designed to build skills and get results.  This book will help you put 
together a room full of fun, skill-building activities and crafts.  No one can resist the power of dozens or 
even hundreds of girls energized to start selling cookies.
Hosting a Cookie Rally is a proven best practice embraced by some of the highest performing councils in 
the country.  We’ve collected their tips in this step-by-step guide and created ready-to-go materials that 
eliminate the guesswork.  Best of all, it’s full of Little Brownie fun.

Have a World of Fun, get a World of Results   
“I’ll Show You HOW” with Cookie Rallies!

•Volunteer Letter
•Registration Form
•Permission Form
•Cookie Station Signs
• Volunteer Round-up
•Rally Reflection
•Sign-in-Sheet
•Name Tags, Plain

Rally Activities and Resources . . . 

www.littlebrownie.com
Volunteer Page, Cookie Rallies section

• Name Tags, Staff
• Cookie Stars Script
• “MORE” Cheer
• “Samoas Shout” Cheer
• Girl Survey
• Volunteer Survey
• Participation Certificate
•Volunteer Certificate

• Cookie Time Headband
• Cookie Goal Ribbon
• Magic Message Maker
• GOC Care Card Center
• Cookie Booth Sale Rap
• Cookie Booth Skit
•  Recognitions Show
• Business of Badges

•  Cookie Flower Pots
•  Cookie Spirit Nails
• Cookie Chef Hat
• Cook-e-ologist Photos
• Cookie Creations
• Cookie Message Clip
• Clip Board Bling
• World of Good Necklace
 
 

Activities Resources

Council Rally Tips
We’ve rounded up these tips from the experts at high performing councils:
   1.  Create a Cookie Rally outline for the entire council to make measuring results easier.  
        Collaborate with your council program staff to standardize the program and promote rally results.
  2.  Provide support resources to service units who host council rallies–free patches, flyers, select  
        supplies or give-aways.
  3.  Advertise your rally to build awareness and promote attendance. Include in Troop Cookie         
        Manuals, send notices through eBudde and add to the service unit monthly agenda.
  4.  Have sets of recognitions available for service units to display at the rally for a hands-on 
         station the girls will love!
  5.  Promote the council wide Gift of Caring (GOC) program at all rallies to build support 
        and awareness.  Have a sample cookie booth and show girls how to increase sales
        using Gift of Caring.
  6.  Include having a service unit rally as a required component of a service unit bonus.
  7.  Give service units financial support, post rally, if they meet attendance requirements.
  8.  Provide cookies for tasting at the rally.
  9.  Hold the rally in a location that allows the girls to spread out and have fun.
10.  Follow-up and THANK all volunteers for their participation!

AND THAT’S NOT ALL!  Check out the Rallies section of the Little Brownie website AND the Ideal Cookie Sale 
website for more Little Brownie rally support materials and council examples.  Login today for the latest resources!

Rally Activities and Resources   1



Follow these five easy steps as you pump up the 
fun and help girls unleash the power of cookies 
to reach their sales goals.

1
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Begin with the Basics.
Why?
Use your time and resources to do what matters most. 
 Inspire and equip girls to:
•  Sell another box
•  Find another customer
•  Engage another girl 
Where?
Choose a location that has enough space to set up six to 
seven cookie stations for small-group activities as well as 
an open space where the whole group can assemble.
When?
Hold the rally before the start of the cookie season.  Crosscheck with various community calendars to make 
sure your rally date doesn’t conflict with special events or holidays.  Allow approximately two hours for the rally 
itself.  Don’t forget to allow for set-up and clean-up times when reserving your space.
How Much?
Determine the cost per girl.  (For example:  materials for activities, promotional materials, refreshments 
and patch cost). Does this need to come out of your cookie promotion budget, or do you need
to charge girls a fee? Which will get more girls to come?

Get the Word Out
Send out an electronic announcement or flyer to the adult volunteers, inviting them to bring girls to the rally.  
Provide sample parent letters and permission forms online to download.  Consider advertising the rally in council 
newsletters, on the website, via emails or using Facebook and Twitter.  Give plenty of advance notice so everyone can 
reserve the big day.  Be sure to customize your letters, flyers, or emails to include any special items or supplies girls 
should bring to the rally. Send a special invitation to older girls whom you are recruiting as volunteers.

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILES:  Volunteer Letter, Registration, Permission Form, Parent Letter.

TIPS:
•  If you send information electronically you can send out reminders.
•  Support a service project.  Encourage girls to bring in a canned good or other item.
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Plan the Details
Planning and organization are key to rally success.

What’s Your Agenda?
Review the sample agenda on page 4 and 5 and customize it to fit your needs.  Ideas for stations are provided on 
pages 6-12.  Plan for girls to stay at each station for 15 to 25 minutes, depending on the number and type of stations 
that you choose.  Make sure to modify activities to  best fit your facility and talents.

How Will You Organize the Girls ?
Ideally you will divide the girls into as many groups as there are stations.  You might have to adjust the number of 
stations accordingly.  For easiest rotation, when time is up at a station, play music, ring a bell or blow a whistle so 
everyone knows it’s time to move to the next station.

TIPS:
•  Volunteers appreciate a simple activites list that gives them an overview of events and directions on how their 
    girls will proceed through the stations.  Remember to make note of any badge activities girls are fulfilling by 
    participating in the rally.
•  Treat the parents and leaders like VIPs–set up a parent lounge where they can relax during the rally.  
    Consider including a computer station where they can sign girls up for the Cookie Club.

What Supplies Do You Need?
Each downloadable activity includes a list of materials needed to complete that activity.

TIP:  
•  Consider recruiting older Girl Scouts to help out at the rally.  
    It’s a great way for them to earn service and leadership hours.

How Will You Set Up?
To save time, plan your set-up in detail on paper.  Consider placing the station tables around the perimeter and 
leaving the middle free for the whole group to assemble.  Name the stations and plan how to rotate the girls 
through.  Plan for a registration table near the entrance.

The Cookie Rallies section:  FILE:  CookieStationSigns.

TIPS: 
•  Hang a Cookie Station sign above each station
•  Find some lively background music you can play during parts of the rally.

Rally Run Through
In a pre-rally meeting with volunteers and older girls, share information, assign tasks–and get everyone excited   
about the event. You may find that they have some great ideas to share.  Keep the meeting fun and motivating, 
just like the rally!

TRY THESE IDEAS:
•  Give the volunteers a sampling of the fun in store.  If you plan to have music, play it as they arrive.  Challenge 
    them to make some of the activities that the girls will enjoy.  Tasting Girl Scout Cookies is always inspiring!
•  Assign stations and tasks to volunteers and keep track using the Volunteer Round-up Sheet.  Provide volunteers 
    with a sample of the activity from the station to which they are assigned.
•  Encourage volunteers to come up with ways to decorate their stations.

The Cookie Rallies Section: FILES:  VolunteerRoundUp

TIP:
•  Girl Scout Seniors and Ambassadors can be great volunteers and cheerleaders at these events.  
    Involve them in the planning and pre-rally meetings as volunteers.

It’s a Wrap!
So how did it go?  Evaluate your rally and record ideas for next year.

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILE:  Rally Reflection



Cookie Rally Sample Agenda “I’ll Show You HOW” 

Set-up
•  Set up tables for each of the Cookie Stations.  Number and label each of the stations and equip 
    them with the necessary materials for that station’s activity.  Do any of the stations require chairs?
•  Set up a microphone, music and speaker system, if needed.
•  Set up computers, a projector and a screen, if needed.
•  Make sure all volunteers are present and ready to keep the fun going.

This agenda can be customized to fit your event.
Must Have Stations
Every successful rally is sure to include the following stations:
1.   HOW TO Set a Goal
2.  HOW TO Create Impactful Marketing
3.  HOW TO Be a Cookie Expert
4.  HOW TO Use Technology to Create a Buzz
5.  HOW TO Tell People About Cookies 
6.  HOW TO Earn Awesome Girl Rewards
7.   HOW TO Sell Safely
8.  HOW TO Earn Girl Scout Cookie Pins and Badges  

Registration
•  Direct guests to sign in at the registration table where 
    they can pick up name tags and any materials.

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILES:  Sign in Sheet, NameTags
•  If you are using the Cookie Safety Bingo activity, give each girl a bingo 
   card as she arrives.  Be sure each station has stickers or a stamp 
   that girls can collect on their cards when they stop.  
   Post a safety tip at each station.

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILES:  Sign in Sheet, NameTags
TIP:
•  Invite girls to return their completed Cookie Safety Bingo cards at 
   the end of the rally.  Have special prizes for specific bingos and/or draw 
   for prizes.  Before drawing for prizes, remind girls to follow 
   Girl Scout Cookie Program Safety Guidelines when selling cookies.

Welcome
•  Welcome everyone to the Cookie Rally and open by reciting the Girl Scout Promise 
•  Ask girls to look at their Cookie Safety Bingo cards.  Remind girls how important 
    it is to follow safety guidelines.  At this rally, girls will take the bingo card to each 
    station where a safety tip will be posted.  They will receive a sticker or a stamp on 
    that station’s tip.  At the end of the rally, invite them to bring their completed 
    bingo cards to the closing ceremony, where winning bingo categories will be 
    announced and/or a prize drawing will be held among those with BINGO.
•  Briefly explain how the groups will rotate through the stations
•  Introduce the stars of this year’s Cookie Program–the cookies!  As the 
    cookies are introduced, girls dressed in cookie costumes enter the stage.  
    Use a fun script that gets the crowd cheering.

The Cookie Rallies Section:   FILE:  Cookie Stars

1-2
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10-15
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20-30
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Rally Stations  
•  Rotate through the selected stations.  Find age appropriate station activity ideas in this book.  Be sure to also 
    check for additional ideas online at www.littlebrownie.com (Volunteer page/Cookie Rallies section), or at the 
    Little Brownie volunteer blog, accessible from www.littlebrownie.com.

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILES:  Must Have Stations

Whole Group Activity
Time for the “pep” part of the rally.  
•  RECOGNITIONS SHOW:  Build excitement around all the great 
    items girls can earn when they reach their cookie program goals.  
    Select a group of girls to carry up each recognition item from the 
    back of your order card, one at a time–fashion show style. Girls can
    stop center stage to show the item and tell the group what they like about 
    it.  Girls can wear a sign that tells how many packages need to be sold to 
    earn that item. Check out page 12 for tips and ideas for making a fabulous 
    recognitions show that will inspire girls to reach high goals!  
•  COOKIE BOOTH SKIT:  Inspire girls to set up a fun, blinged out booth 
    with polish and professionalism.  Take to the stage with two booth skits, by 
    girls, for girls.  Start with a “what’s wrong with this cookie booth” skit, 
   followed by a post-skit audience review to create a list of “things gone 
   wrong” that the audience can identify.  Then wrap up with a “what’s right 
   with this cookie booth” skit to inspire girls and volunteers on just how 
   incredible a polished booth can be! Check out page 11 for tips and ideas 
   for Cookie Booth Skits.
•  COOKIE BOOTH RAP:  Get girls cheering for the power of the Girl Scout 
   Cookie Program!  Conduct  a Cookie Rap Competition.  Divide the group 
   into two or three sections.  Teach them a cookie booth rap (See page 11 or 
   download from Little Brownie).  Give each section a chance to perform 
   the rap.  Let the winning section lead as the whole group raps together. 
 

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILE:  Cookie Booth Rap, Recognitions Show 
(signs/scripts), Cookie Booth Skit

For online resources and printable activity sheets 
and templates, go to www.littlebrownie.com 
and click on the Volunteer section (along very top 
of page) to find the Cookie Rallies section.

Wrap Up
•  Thank everyone for coming and hand out participation certificates, rally patches, and draw for prizes.
•  Thank your rally volunteers with a volunteer thank you certificate and small gift. 
•  Ask everyone if they had a good time at the rally.  Tell them that you value their opinion and ask them to 
   fill out a short questionnaire to help you plan for future rallies.
•  Send everyone off with a wish for a safe and successful Cookie Season.  GO GIRL SCOUTS!

The Cookie Rallies Section:  FILES:  Girl Survey, 
Volunteer Survey, Participation Certificate, 
Volunteer Certificate.

TIPS:
•  Add an additional prize drawing for volunteers
•  Provide a rally patch to those who attend.



Calling all Girl Scouts.  Drive higher participation in the Cookie Program when you 
kick off the season with a high energy, activity packed Cookie Rally.  Show girls 
HOW to be successful in the Cookie Program.  They will have so much fun with the 
following activities, they won’t even realize they are learning essential life skills 
along the way.    

Girls will grow their cookie knowledge when they plant this pot of 
cookie flowers.  Each sweet bloom highlights a different variety with 
petals perfect for filling with those little gems of information that 
describe each delectable treat.  All it takes is a paper cup, styrofoam 
ball, pipe cleaners, and paper flowers to start growing this garden.

Cookie Flower Pots
Girls will be blooming with cookie knowledge 
after making a cookie garden!

This colorful manicure is a great cookie conversation 
starter, as well as a visual reminder of each cookie box 
color.  These colors are sure to help girls remember 
their cookie varieties, building confidence as they ask 
for the order.   

TIP:  
Paint a Girl Scout green trefoil shape on a white 
thumbnail.*  Then at Rally Wrap-up start a Cookie 
Spirit Cheer such as:  “Girl Scout” (thumbs up), 
“Cookies” (wave cookie colored fingers).

Cookie Spirit Nails
Learn your cookies box colors with 
some spirit building glamour and fun!

*Most activities require basic craft supplies such as 
markers, scissors, glue, staples, or tape in addition to 
the supplies listed in the activity description.

A Successful Girl Scout Cookie Program
I’ll Show You How

6  Cookie Knowledge Activities
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Girl Scouts will want to dress the part as cookie recipe developers and cookie 
tasters.  Plus, what could be more fun than to make your chef hat in your favorite 
Girl Scout cookie box color?  All you need is pre-cut poster board, tissue paper and 
cookie clip art. (Or keep it simple, and buy plain white paper hats in bulk for girls to 
decorate).  Girls will want to wear their hats as they move on to the Cookie Tasting    
    and/or Cookie Recipe development stations. Then give girls the opportunity to  
           showcase their creativity wearing their hat and a lab coat in a picture at the   
                  Cook-e-ologist Photo Booth! Pictures are great for social networking           
                                             if parental permission is given.

Cookie Chef Hat
As fun to make, as they are to wear!

Calling all food scientists!  
The Girl Scout Cookie Program can expose girls to 
some interesting career paths doing things that they 
love.  Celebrate food science when you explain to girls 
that using the science of food and nutrition, many 
women choose careers where they are inventing 
different recipes and foods. Girls will love dressing in 
Cook-e-ologist lab coats for a group photo with their 
friends.  Make it fun with props like mixing bowls, 
spoons, safety glasses, plastic beakers, wigs, Cookie 
Chef Hats and more!

Cook-e-ologist Photo Booth
Bring out the food scientist in every girl when they 
dress the part for a fabulous photo shoot!

There are countless ways to enjoy Girl Scout Cookies.  
Invite girls to put on their Cookie Chef Hats as they 
prepare to formulate and taste-test their very own “Rally 
Recipe”.  Organize your ingredients around a theme such 
as “Spreads and Sprinkles” (using a variety of cookie 
toppings) or “Cookie Crumble Creations” (chopped 
cookies and ice creams or yogurts) or “Trail Mix Creations” 
(great inspiration for a hiking or camping treat).  Be sure to 
provide each girl with a recipe card so they can illustrate 
and capture their recipe name and ingredients.

Cookie Creations
Create a tasty recipe using 
Girl Scout Cookies



*Most activities require basic craft supplies such as markers, 
scissors, glue, staples, or tape in addition to the supplies listed 
in the activity description.

A Successful Girl Scout Cookie Program
I’ll Show You How       

Simple, yet effective, this clip can be used to draw 
attention to key messaging targeted at customers or 
as a goal reminder for girls.  With multiple uses, this 
clip is ideal for securing a pen to your order card or 
clip board during cookie season–then convert it to a 
bag clip or picture clip when the sale is through!  Be 
sure to use bright colors to get noticed. Include an 
impactful message that will motivate customers to 
use the attached pen to place big cookie orders. We 
will get you started with some message templates.  
Just add clothes pins. 

Cookie Message Clip
Share your goals or other cookie time 
messages on this handy clip, perfect for 
securing a pen to your order card.

Girls can let their unique personality shine 
when they decorate their clip boards with 
fun accents and accessories.  Be sure to 
enhance it even more by attaching a 
Cookie Message Clip and pen, along with 
a Gift of Caring promotion on the back.  
TIP:  Use inexpensive press board style 
clip boards, or go green and make them 
out of cardboard from a cookie case and a 
binder clip.  Visit www.littlebrownie.com 
for this and more clipboard craft ideas.

Blinged-Out Clip Board
Turn this “tool-of-the-trade” into a 
fabulous order-taking show piece.

8  Goal Setting and Marketing Activities



*Most activities require basic craft supplies such as markers, 
scissors, glue, staples, or tape in addition to the supplies listed 
in the activity description.

Girls are doing a World of Good with their cookie money. When they 
share these amazing projects and goals with this cute cookie key-tag 
necklace, customers will want to support them by purchasing lots of 
cookies! This simple, quick activity is ideal for large groups, plus it 
includes an opportunity for girls to learn two different styles of knots!  
Ribbon, key tags and stickers* is all girls will need to make one of their 
own to wear and share!

World of Good 
Goal Necklace
Share your cookie goals with a 
little character!

Use a little fashion fun to spread the word that 
“It’s Cookie Time”.  This versatile headband helps 
girls put their marketing skills into action to 
promote their cookie business.  Made from 
decorative tape and hair elastics*, its simple, yet 
adorable.

Cookie Time 
Headband
         Marketing savvy headbands 
         let friends and family know 
         It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!

Girl Scout Cookie Message Ribbon
 Remind girls of their inspiring goals and more!

Goal Setting and Marketing Activities  9

You have set amazing goals, you have learned about the value of the cookie program, you know your cookies–now 
keep all that at the forefront when you create this Cookie Message Ribbon.  With ribbon, clothes pins, and your 
favorite cookie box*, girls can display their goals alongside the 5 Skills, complemented by images from the cookie box.  
Plus this makes a great picture hanger for hanging memories of your Girl Scout activities and friends!    If you do not 
have cookie boxes to recycle into this activity, check out the downloadable instructions for printable sheets of 
cookie box images.

.



*Most activities require basic craft supplies such as markers, scissors, glue, 
staples, or tape in addition to the supplies listed in the activity description.

A Successful Girl Scout Cookie Program
I’ll Show You How

Magic Message Maker
Be Amazed by Gift of Caring

Add a professional touch to your Gift of Caring  
transactions at your next cookie booth.  Customers 
will appreciate receiving an acknowledgement of 
their cookie donation, or go a step further and 
provide gift cards that customers can fill out to 
accompany their donated packages of cookies!  
Promote your Gift of Caring program when you place 
these cards in recycled cookie box card holders 
crafted by aspiring cookie entrepreneurs, and watch 
your Gift of Caring donations reach new heights.

GOC Care Card Center
Promote your Gift of Caring by 
acknowledging each donation with 
a purchase confirmation or gift card. 

10  Gift of Caring Activities

Highlight the Power of One–one girl, asking 
each customer to purchase one more 
package to support their Gift of Caring 
project. When every girl and 
customer participates the impact 
is astounding!  This amazing orgami 
style card will draw customers into 
reading through your Gift of Caring 
message, convincing them of the 
difference that they can make when 
they support your cause with their 
cookie donations.  Copy the template onto 
cardstock for girls to write in their Gift of Caring 
cause, and then encourage them to color, cut, 
fold and glue into an amazing, attention 
grabbing card!



Customers can’t resist stopping by your cookie booth when you turn their heads with a cookie rap.  
Girls can get creative and create their own unique cookie rap, or they can learn the rapp below that 
provides customers lots of reasons for making a cookie purchase.

Cookie Booth Sale Rap
Bring in the customers when you ask for their 
order with an enthusiastic cookie rap and a smile! 

Cookie Booth Discovery Skits
Girls will be inspired as they discover tips on what 
works (and what doesn’t) for their next cookie booth.

Rap One
You can buy for yourself,
You can buy for a friend
Or donate a box, 
and to _____ we’ll send!
 

After each repetition of the rap, make eye contact with a potential customer, and say “Would you 
like to buy some Girl Scout cookies for a donation to ______, or for yourself?  They make great gifts too!”
Make sure you post signs telling about your Gift of Caring cause as well.

Rapp Two
It’s Cookie Time, so stop on by.
We have your favorites for a limited time!
Thin Mints, Samoas, Tagalongs too.
Buy some for a friend and some for you!
 

Girls want to shine with confidence at a well designed cookie booth, so they can celebrate success.  But some 
troops are far from reaching this goal.   Have you ever passed by a cookie booth where the girls were not 
engaged, the signage was non-existent and the adults were doing all the selling?  Well, here is a chance to show  
                                                                                                                                                 girls how fabulous their cookie booth will be when  
                                                                                                                                                   they follow the tips that they’ll discover in this fun,  
                                                                                                                                                     interactive skit.   During group time, set up a “right”   
                                                                                                                                                      and a “wrong” cookie booth, staffed by Girl Scout  
                                                                                                                                                         “actors,” where girls in the audience can observe   
                                                                                                                                                                             and share their discoveries.   Its eye-             
                                                                                                                                                                                     opening to see how just how good 
                                                                                                                                                                        (or bad) some booths can appear.   
                                                                                                                                                                                              Girls and adults alike, will leave  
                                                                                                                                                                                                    inspired to implement these  
                                                                                                                                                                                                         best practices at their next  
                                                                                                                                                                                             cookie booth! 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                  Encourage girls to check               
                                                                                                                                                                                                                     out the GSUSA Tools   
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      for selling at http://
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      www.girlscouts.org/
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      program/gs_cookies/
                                                                                                                                                                                                                      tools_for_selling.asp!

Gift of Caring Activities  11



Select a group of girls to carry up each recognition item from the 
back of your order card, one at a time–fashion show style. 
Each girl can then stop at center stage and share with the group 
what she likes about her item.  Girls can wear a sign that tells how 
many packages are needed to earn that item.  
TIPS:  Girls can model some items (T-shirt), and demonstrate others 
(Wonder Wallet).  Ask models to circulate through the audience so that 
girls can get a closer look.  Use pictures when an item is not available. 
Visit www.littlebrownie.com for more tips and sign templates 
for this station.

Technology is a powerful tool to help girls reach high goals.  Whether younger girls are using Cookie Club to 
ask for cookie orders, or older girls are using social media sites to spread the word that It’s Cookie Time, it is 
important that girls market their cookies safely.  Guide girls through this unique game of Table Top Safety 
Hopscotch, reviewing tips from GSUSA for safe online access along the way.
Follow GSUSA and council guidelines for online marketing,
found in Safety Activity Checkpoints.

Technology
Tools and tips for safe selling

Inspire girls to get the most from the Cookie Program by highlighting 
the cookie badges and pins that they can earn.  A Cookie Rally is an 
ideal venue for raising awareness of the badge earning potential of 
the Cookie Program.  Be sure to set up a display table highlighting the 
Girl Scout Cookie Business badges that will help girls learn a variety of 
skills.  Include a badge display board, badge requirements and Cookie 
Pin Activity handouts too!

Recognitions Show
Build excitement around all the great items girls can 
earn when they reach their Cookie Program goals. 

The Business of Badges
Grow, learn and earn with cookies!

12  Technology, Recognitions and Badges



Find out how to earn all these badges* by 
getting The Girl’s Guide to Girl Scouting 

and checking out your Financial Literacy 
and Cookie Business badges.

 

C O O K I E  B A D G E S F I N A N C I A L  L I T E R A C Y  B A D G E S

Daisy

Brownie

Junior

Cadette

Senior

Ambassador

It’
s Y

our Business –Run It
!

It’s Your Business – Run It
!

*Don’t forget the latest Cookie Activity Pin for all levels, found on the 
Girl Scout Web page at http://www.girlscouts.org/program/gs_cookies



Plan Cookie Rallies 

with action-packed 

games, fun crafts, 

timely selling tips  

and more!

The complete

digital program!

Everything you need to plan  
a great Cookie Rally  
that drives  sales results is  
available online from Little Brownie.

Here’s just a taste of what’s in store . . .

  • Go behind the scenes 
    Cookies Live! features a video tour of the most magical bakery in the  
   world — Little Brownie Bakers. Show this video at your rally and take girls on  
   a virtual fieldtrip to 3 Cookie Lane!

  • Be a chef 
    Every future food scientist, chef and cookie taster will want to don one of  
   these DIY chef hats. Take photos in a “cook-e-ologist” photo booth. Encourage  
   girls to create their own “recipes.”

  • Craft with purpose 
    Learning cookie skills can take the form of a skit, necklace, headband —  
   or flower pot! 

For these and more hands-on activities, support materials and other ideas,  
be sure to check out:

  • The Cookie Rallies section of www.littlebrownie.com.  
 Ideal Cookie

 
Sale website — just for councils!

Sign up Fall 2013 for the Volunteer Blog at 

blog.littlebrownie.com  • The




